
Daniel Coble for City Council, District III 
 

1. Preservation of the Rocky Branch Watershed  
The Rocky Branch Creek runs through the heart of District III. The restoration and 

management of the watershed has profound environmental and flooding benefits for District III 
and the entire City. Additionally, our MLK and Maxcy Gregg parks are not only wonderful 
green space and recreational areas for our citizens, but if properly managed can be natural 
detention areas for storm water. Specifically I would:  

 Be active in, support, and promote the Rocky Branch Watershed Alliance as the public 
private partnership for the preservation and management of the watershed; 

 Actively push for a comprehensive planning process for the Capital City Stadium 
property prior to even considering selling the property. The stadium property is in the 
watershed, and the development of the property will impact Innovista, the historic 
Olympia neighborhood, and flooding upstream in Five Points and USC. The stadium 
property is owned by the citizens of Columbia and any development needs the same 
comprehensive planning process that has gone into important economic development 
projects like Innovista and Bull Street.   

     
2. Support dedicated funding for the CMRTA 
     As the capital of South Carolina, it is imperative that Columbia have a fully functioning and 
modern public transportation system.  The CMRTA is essential not only for our citizens who rely 
on public transportation but to sustain and grow our economy. It is essential that we have a long 
term funding source for the CMRTA. I will actively support passage of the penny in November 
and would push the following: 

 Regional Cooperation- Our bus system will thrive as long as we continue to work 
together and share resources.  We will have to work with the local governments on both 
sides of the river to ensure that everyone is paying their fair share. 

 Changing the Attitude- I want to see our bus system integrated with the University’s so 
that all of our citizens are sharing the same public transportation.  I believe that this will 
not only change the attitude and vision of CMRTA but will help grow and shape our 
economy by allowing students to travel all around the city. I will work with Derrick 
Huggins with USC to promote consolidation.  

 Public Safety- Another way I believe we can change the view of our bus system is to 
ensure that everyone feels comfortable and safe when riding.  This means have lit and 
properly patrolled bus stops.  I would also like to invest in something similar to the 
“Yellow Shirts” that patrol the Main Street area.   

 
3. Making Columbia Famously Green 
    Columbia must invest in our green environment and our green economy.  My plan calls using 
our public/private partnerships to attract and retain green and alternative energy jobs. We must 
bring in high-tech and high-paying jobs to our city.  We can do this by continuing our investment 
in Engenuity and Innovista.  These two partnerships work with both the public and private sector 
to create and foster a business friendly climate focused on our knowledge based economy.     
 


